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10th anniversary of Hurricane Ike 

 
Executive Summary 
Hurricane Ike made landfall along Galveston Island as “only” a Category 2 storm, but its 110 mph winds were 
accompanied by 15 to 20-ft storm surges, which are typically associated with Major Hurricanes (Cat 3-5). In addition, Ike’s 
strength beyond its U.S. landfall category is evident in its wind field size. Its hurricane force winds during landfall covered 
an area over 130-miles in diameter, making the September 2008 storm one of the largest hurricanes to ever impact the 
United States with hurricane force winds impacting densely 
populated regions of the Houston-Galveston metro area, as 
well as the Beaumont and Lake Charles areas. Ike caused 
$12.5 billion to the U.S. property insurance industry, of which 
$9.8 billion is to Texas according to PCS. 
 
Beyond the initial wind and storm surge damage, heavy inland 
rainfalls during Ike’s extra-tropical transition caused severe 
flooding in the midwest states of Missouri, Illinois and Indiana. 
This study examines the meteorological conditions behind 
Hurricane Ike and compares the storm and its impact to the 
1900 Galveston Hurricane, a key benchmark event. This 
report also discusses the concept of using deterministic 
scenario events to validate reinsurance limit purchasing 
decisions and highlights few scenario events in the vendor 
models that are similar in nature as Hurricane Ike. Loss to 
Texas insured property from these select scenario events is 
estimated to be in the order of $2.70 to $43.38 billion. 
 
Hurricane Ike (2008) 
The 2008 North Atlantic Hurricane season produced a total of 16 named storms, with 8 reaching hurricane strength and 5 
reaching major hurricane strength. Each of these totals is above seasonal averages (12 named storms, 6 hurricanes, and 
2 major hurricanes). The ongoing La Niña ENSO phase and warm North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) phase, both of which 
are linked to enhanced hurricane development, likely contributed to the increased number of storms. 
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Figure 1: Aftermath of Hurricane Ike storm surge damage 
in the Bolivar Peninsula (Source: FEMA Photo Library) 

2018 marks the tenth anniversary of Hurricane Ike, a key benchmark event for Texas hurricane risk. This 
report discusses the use of historical scenario events for reinsurance limit purchasing decision validation and 
other business applications, with the help of six “Ike-like” scenario events from two vendor models. 
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Hurricane Ike originated as a tropical 
wave propagating westward from the 
western African coast near Cape Verde 
on August 28. A low-pressure center 
soon developed and the system 
became classified as a tropical 
depression on September 1. In the 
morning hours of September 3, Ike 
moved into a favorable region of 
development and rapidly intensified 
over the next 24 hours. Although the 
system remained out of range for 
aircraft reconnaissance sampling, 
satellite data estimated eyewall winds 
increasing from 63 mph (Tropical 
Storm) to 144 mph (Category 4) in a 
span of 24 hours. 
 
Over the duration of September 7, Ike passed over some of the southern islands of Turks and Caicos as a Category 4 
then made its first official landfall along Great Inagua Island in the southeastern Bahamas as a Category 3. Ike soon re-
intensified into a Category 4 and made a second landfall near Cabo Lucrecia, Cuba at 0200 UTC September 8. For about 
48 hours, Ike weakened as it tracked northwestward along the Cuban coastline. This extended interaction with land 
deteriorated Ike’s eyewall and expanded the size of its wind field which inhibited the storm from rapid intensification after 
emerging into the Gulf of Mexico around 2030 UTC September 9. 
 
The peak winds from Hurricane Ike would only strengthen to 109 mph over the next 3 days to earn a high-end Category 2 
classification as it made landfall on Galveston Island, TX at 0700 UTC September 13. However, its large wind field 
produced hurricane force winds spanning a near 150-mile stretch of coastline between Freeport, TX and Holly Beach, LA. 
The large area of winds also generated a record breaking storm surge with observed inundation depths as great as 17.5 
ft. in Chambers County, TX. Unofficial surge measurements between 15 and 20 feet are estimated throughout much of 
the Bolivar Peninsula and Chambers County. Ike weakened to a tropical storm in inland eastern Texas nearly 12 hours 
after landfall. The remnants of Ike then transitioned to an extra-tropical storm as it continued northeastward into the Ohio 
River Valley and merged with an existing cold front. In this region, the system produced thunderstorms with severe wind 
gusts as well as widespread flash flooding. The storm eventually dissipated midday on September 15 over the St. 
Lawrence River in Quebec. 

     
Figure 3a: 
Hurricane Ike 
wind (1min 
sustained) 
footprint 
(source: NWS 
Houston / 
Galveston),  
3b) Storm 
surge 
inundation 
depth (source: 
Space City 
Weather) 

Figure 2:  Historical tracks of Texas landfalling hurricanes from 1900-2017, 
with the Galveston Hurricane, Hurricane Ike, and Hurricane Harvey highlighted 
(Source: NOAA, National Hurricane Center) 
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The most significant structure damage occurred from the extensive storm surge along the upper Texas and Southwest 
Louisiana coasts. The worst surge damage was observed in the Bolivar Peninsula communities as well as portions of 
Galveston Island not protected by the seawall, where nearly every building was razed from its foundation. Even the city of 
Galveston received inundation damage from the elevated waters of Galveston Bay flooding in from the north side of the 
island. Although the peak intensity of Ike’s winds over Texas remained between Category 1 and 2 strength, the large wind 
field of the storm allowed widespread areas of Southeast Texas to sustain damaging winds for an extended duration of 
time. Doppler Radar also indicated the likelihood of several tornadoes in these areas, but the pervasive wind damage 
caused by the longevity of Ike’s hurricane force winds created immense difficulty in distinguishing tornado-related 
damage. 
 
Overall, winds from Hurricane Ike produced $9.8 billion in insurance industry losses for Texas, making it the costliest 
disaster in state history at the time. Coastal regions of Louisiana also received $135 million in PCS losses. An additional 
$2.6 billion in PCS loss occurred between the states of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Pennsylvania and 
Arkansas due to the remnants’ thunderstorm and flooding activity. Economic losses of $7.3 billion also occurred in Cuba 
with additional losses between $50 and $200 million between Turks & Caicos, The Bahamas, and Haiti (where severe 
flooding and mudslides occurred). The death toll of Hurricane Ike is officially at 214 with the majority in Texas (113) and 
Haiti (74). 
 
Other Texas key hurricane events 
Galveston Hurricane (1900) 
Remarkably similar to Hurricane Ike is the Galveston Hurricane of 1900 which decimated the coastal city after very little 
warning or preparation. Although observational capabilities were severely limited a century ago, the 1900 storm is also 
believed to have originated as a Cape Verde disturbance in late August. After passing over the Leeward Islands, 
Hispaniola and Cuba with tropical depression or tropical storm intensities, the system emerged into the Gulf of Mexico and 
began to strengthen. During the afternoon hours of September 7, the 1900 Hurricane reached its peak intensity in the 
Northern Gulf as a Category 4 with estimated peak winds of 145 mph. The U.S. Weather Bureau in Galveston began 
observing hurricane force winds the following evening and the storm officially made landfall around 0200 UTC September 
9 near Jamaica Beach on the western end of Galveston Island with winds of 140 mph and storm surge depths of 17 ft. 
Estimates of the death toll from the Hurricane range from 6,000 to 12,000, which today remains the deadliest natural 
disaster in U.S. history. Poor weather forecasting, preparation and infrastructure are all to blame for the immense 
casualties. Impact of the 1900 Galveston hurricane on today’s property insurance exposure is estimated to be around $50 
to $75 billion.  
 
While historians dispute whether or not the U.S. Weather Bureau, the NWS predecessor, ever issued a hurricane warning 
in the first place, any alerts from officials were heeded by very few residents. The general mindset that Galveston was too 
far north for significant hurricane impacts, as well as the calm weather leading up to the storm’s arrival dissuaded the local 
populous from taking necessary precautions. In the aftermath of the storm, the economic hub of coastal Texas shifted to 
Houston, where a newly carved ship channel made the city accessible to the Gulf of Mexico while its more inland location 
provided the city with better protection from Hurricanes. In Galveston itself, where nearly every structure on the island was 
inundated by the 1900 hurricane’s storm surge, a 10-mile long seawall was finally erected. This seawall was tested in 
1915 when a hurricane of similar strength with 12-ft storm surge struck the island. Although 53 people still died from that 
storm, the positive impacts of the seawall along with better preparation were apparent. Today, proposed upgrades to the 
Galveston seawall are being discussed as the record storm surges from Hurricane Ike still managed to crest above the 
17-foot high barrier. This so called “Ike Dike” would be a massive levee system that would not only protect Galveston 
Island, but also the Bolivar Peninsula, Galveston bay coastal areas and the city of Houston. 
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Hurricane Harvey (2017) 
Hurricane Harvey made landfall during the late evening hours of August 25, 2017 along the Central Texas Coast as a 
Category 4 storm making it the first major hurricane to strike the United States since Hurricane Wilma in 2005. Maximum 
sustained wind speeds of 130 mph in the eyewall of the storm were observed by aircraft near the time of landfall, in which 
the center of the eye moved onshore along the northern end of San Jose Island, about 5 miles east of Rockport, TX. The 
towns of Rockport, Port Aransas and neighboring coastal communities were battered by major hurricane force winds 
(+110 mph) along with storm surge inundation between 6 and 10 feet. 
 
In addition to the severe wind and storm surge damage caused to Central Texas Coast communities, Hurricane Harvey is 
particularly notable for the unprecedented inland flooding due to sustained intense precipitation. As Harvey stalled shortly 
after moving onshore, Over 2 feet of rainfall accumulated between August 25 and August 30 over widespread portions of 
southeast Texas and Louisiana including nearly all of the Greater Houston Metropolitan area.  
 
The overall storm damage from Hurricane Harvey caused over $17.1 billion in estimated Property Claim Services (PCS) 
losses, making it the 6th largest global insurance industry loss event ever (although only the 3rd largest PCS event loss of 
2017 after Hurricanes Maria and Irma). However, it should be noted that due to FEMA uptake, most homeowner flood 
losses from Harvey are not included in the PCS amount. Hurricane Harvey produced $16.8 billion in PCS losses within 
the state of Texas, making the storm the largest catastrophic event for the state followed by Hurricane Ike (2008) at $9.8 
billion. 
 
Hurricane Harvey’s recent impact on the Houston-Galveston area showed that a wide variety of catastrophic scenarios 
has the potential to damage a specific coastal region. When using Hurricane Ike as a benchmark event, model 
simulations much more similar to Ike than Harvey in terms of landfall location and intensity can be utilized and these 
simulations still yield a wide range of insured loss outcomes.  
 
Scenario events for risk management 
Hurricane Ike has been a key benchmark 
event for Texas hurricane risk quantification 
and is often used as a device to answer the 
question, “What would be the impact to a 
portfolio if Hurricane Ike happened again 
today?” Because a future hurricane would not 
have the exact characteristics of Ike, for the 
purpose of using historical storms as scenario 
events, we have identified six storms (A to F) 
from both AIR and RMS models that are 
similar to Hurricane Ike. These storms result 
in a wide variety of impacts due to subtle 
differences in storm track location, size and 
intensity. The table in Figure 4 provides a 
range of Maximum Wind (Vmax) and Central 
pressure associated with the select events in 
AIR and RMS. Select similar events in RMS 
produce losses in the range of $7.8 and 
$43.4 billion and events in AIR produce loss 
in the range of $2.7 to $16.4 billion to Texas 
insurance industry. 

 

Model 
Max. wind 
(Vmax) 

Central 
Pressure (Cp) 

Texas Industry 
loss (Billion) 

RMS RiskLink 105-114 mph 950-954 mb $7.8-$43.4 
AIR 
Touchstone 106-114 mph 947-970 mb $2.7-$16.4 

Figure 4: Storm tracks of Hurricane Ike (Black) and RMS (Blue) and AIR  
(Red) Ike-like scenarios used. 
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Hurricane Ike’s impact on current exposure in Texas is estimated to be in the order of $12.70 to $12.84 billion, compared 
to $9.8 billion at the time of event as per PCS. The difference in loss estimates between model vendors can be attributed 
both to differences in the wind hazard footprints as well as differences in how the models estimate the vulnerability of the 
Texas industry exposure.  
 
The storm tracks of Hurricane Ike and Ike-like scenarios are shown in Figure 4 with wind hazard footprints of selected 
scenarios shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 highlights RMS stochastic scenarios D and F which produced the 
lowest and highest gross industry losses respectively for that model. Although both storms have similar peak wind gusts 
as Hurricane Ike and also make landfall along Galveston Island, scenario F produces significantly greater damage due to 
its enhanced inland wind field size, which includes wind speeds near 100 mph in the Houston metropolitan area. 
Conversely the winds in scenario D diminish quickly as the storm tracks inland.  
 
For the highlighted AIR scenario events A and D, positioning of the storm track is the strongest influence in the resulting 
loss estimates. Although scenario D has stronger peak gusts and a larger inland wind field than scenario A, its losses 
amount to only a fifth of scenario A. In the northern hemisphere, the strongest hurricane winds are almost always found 
on the right-hand side of the storm’s center track direction. Although both systems pass Houston from similar distances 
away, the western track of scenario A leaves Houston in the stronger wind field to its right, whereas the eastern track of 
scenario D puts the densely populated area to the left, away from the strongest winds. As long as the Houston metro area 
drives industry losses, a hurricane making landfall on Galveston Island or even relatively further west in Brazoria County 
will almost always cause greater damage than storm of similar magnitude making landfall along the Bolivar Peninsula. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Figure 5: Peak wind gust hazard footprints 
and storm tracks from RMS simulated 
scenarios D&F along with corresponding 
Texas industry gross losses. 
 

 

Figure 6: Peak wind gust hazard footprints 
and storm tracks from AIR simulated 
scenarios A&D along with corresponding 
Texas industry gross losses. 
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Deterministic scenario events for managing hurricane risk 
Deterministic methods have been widely used in the property insurance and reinsurance industry for risk management 
and other business applications. Intuitive nature of these deterministic scenarios and corresponding loss estimates are 
often credited to help risk managers communicate easily with C-suite executives and the board of directors. Deterministic 
event scenarios can be used as a primary risk measure (e.g., assessing account, territory risk, aggregate risk level 
measure, setting risk tolerances, appetites and limits, reinsurance benefit evaluation) and to verify model calibration 
(factor-based and Stochastic models). Quite commonly companies use historical event loss estimates on today’s 
exposure as scenarios and pair these with stochastic model loss estimates to validate and cross check reinsurance 
purchasing decisions. However, when using key historical events to validate and use for model based business decisions, 
possible variations of historical events that could potentially impact a portfolio severely are ignored. 
 
Vendor probabilistic hurricane models that are widely used in the insurance/reinsurance industry are built based on the 
historical data as well as the latest available science and research. Typically, modeling companies start their hurricane 
stochastic event set by simulating one million years of hurricane tracks. However, for the ease of use and reasonable run 
times, the final model event set contains 10,000 or 50,000 year simulation of hurricane tracks. While doing so, modeling 
companies adopt various criteria to trim down (“Optimize”/“boil-down”) event set size, model validation and calibration 
(loss and hazard). As a result, some realistic variations of storm tracks do not make it to the final event set and portfolio 
loss estimates can be very sensitive to these events. 
 
In particular, a small shift in landfall point or track path after landfall could pose a serious risk to a portfolio that would have 
thought otherwise. Therefore, when using historical events for deterministic scenario loss modeling for the purpose of 
managing hurricane risk, stress testing risk tolerance levels and reinsurance limit purchasing decisions, we suggest 
considering various landfall points and angles relative to the coastline in addition to the strength of the storm and size of 
the wind field. 
 
Below is a graphical illustration of using “Ike-like” scenario events for reinsurance limits purchasing validation. To illustrate 
this concept we have used the six Ike-like scenario events discussed earlier and its corresponding loss estimates for a 
sample residential lines portfolio in Texas in the vendor models. These six scenarios are a few of the possible variations 
of Hurricane Ike. Certainly, these are not the only scenarios that someone should consider and not the only scenarios we 
can identify in the vendor models. However, we hope these scenario events can help companies gain an understanding of 
the impact in variation of storm track and landfall location on loss estimates, how these estimates compare to original Ike 
loss estimates and stochastic loss estimates and validation of reinsurance limits against identified Ike-like events.  
 
The left hand part of the below graphic illustrates how traditionally key benchmark (historical) events such as Hurricane 
Ike are used to validate or cross check catastrophe excess of loss reinsurance limits. The right part of the figure contains 
loss estimates from few variations of Hurricane Ike and where these loss estimates sit on a company’s catastrophe 
excess of loss reinsurance treaty for the same sample Texas residential portfolio.  
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Based on the historical storm data (HURDAT), from 1900 to 2017, only 3 major hurricanes (Cat 3-5) have made landfall in 
Galveston County, TX, a rate of 1-in-39 years. The duration of this historical period is rather brief for assessing the true 
frequency of an event type this rare. Model vendors estimate that the major hurricane landfall rate of Galveston County is 
in the order of 1-in-42 to 1-in-46 years. Furthermore, it might not make much sense to say that the rate of occurrence of a 
major hurricane landfall on the northern Galveston Island will be totally different from southern part (10 to 15mi apart). A 
landfalling hurricane on the southern part that travels straight inland for 50mi could put the city of Houston at great risk, 
causing wide spread damage compared to Ike, which curved east of Houston. Therefore, when using historical scenarios 
for business application, it would be highly useful to look at scenarios with variations in the historical tracks. 
 
Willis Re can help you 
Hurricane paths can be highly variable, sometimes performing loops, sharp curves and turns; in fact, each storm’s inland 
path is influenced by many factors. Willis Re is currently developing a systematic process and method to consider 
variations of key historical events in terms of their landfall points and storm paths in order to generate storm wind 
footprints and corresponding loss estimates for risk management along the U.S. coast. 
 
Hurricane risk research has always been a part of our model research and evaluation agenda. Our advice draws from a 
diverse set of skills and experience, ranging from model development to the practical implementation of portfolio risk 
management and underwriting objectives. We can help your company develop and execute new action plans, which 
reflect both a deep understanding of the changing landscape of hurricane risk and the risk represented by various models. 
 
Please reach out to your contacts at Willis Re to evaluate what the scenarios presented in this report mean for your 
company and how you can use this concept to gain more understanding of your reinsurance limit decisions. 
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